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Above: One of Roger Payne's Bills

Binding by Roger tuyne
ca.1795. Tasso, La
Giqusalenme Libsata,
Genoa. Arns of The.
Grenville added.

Binding by Roger l%yne.
La Fontaine
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anticipated. His talents as an artist, particularly in the
finishing department, were of the first order, and such as

up to his time, had not been developed by any of his
countrymen. He adopted a style peculiarly his own,
uniting a classical taste in the formation of his designs

with much judgment in the selection of such ornament as

was applicable to the nature of the work it was to
embellish. Many of his tools he himself made of iron,
and some are yet preserved as curiosities and specimens
of the skill of the man. Be this as it may. he

succeeded in executing his bindings in so superior a

manner as to have no rival, and to command the
admiration of the most fastidious book-lover of his time.

His favourite colour was an olive, which he called
Venetian, and which he decorated chiefly with corners
and borders. He had full employment from the noble and
wealthy, and the estimation in which his bindings are stiil
held, is sufficient proof of the satisfaction he gave. His
chef d'oezwre is an "Aschylus," translated by the Rev. R.
Potter (1795), in the possession of Earl Spencer. the
ornaments and decorations of which are elegant and
classical. The binding of the book cost the noble earl
fifteen guineas.

Many of Roger Payne's bills have been preserved by
book-lovers: they are eccentric and thoroughly
characteristic of the man. We give a reduced facsimile of
one of them; and examples of the style of "finishing" he

usually employed on the sides of his bindings. (See next
page).

That he was a singular being may be judged by what has

been related of him; he thought he was learned and

aspired to be a poet, and some of his verses have been
preserved, but his fatal habit of drinking utterly spoiled
his life.

Roger commenced business in partnership with a brother,
and subsequently was in like manner connected with
Richard Wier*, but did not long agree with either, so that
separation speedily took place. He afterwards worked
under the roof of Mr. Mackinlay, but his later efforts
showed that he had lost much of that ability he had been

so largely endowed with. Pressed down with poverty and

disease, he breathed his last on November 2}th 7797, irr
Duke's Court, St Martin's Lane.

His remains were interred in the burying-ground of St.

Martins-in-the-Fields, at the expense of Mr Thomas
Payne, who, as before-stated, had been an early friend,
and who, for the last eight years ofhis life, had rendered
him a regular pecuniary assistance, both for the support
of his body and the performance of his work. Mr Payne's
regard did not end there; for he had a small whole length

of the man at his at his work, in his deplorable working-
room, engraved at his own expense.
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*Wier was not a whit less dissolute than his partner. Previous to
this (in 1774) he and his wife were employed at Toulouse, in
binding and repairing the books in Count Macarthy's library.
The connexion befween Wier and Roger, which took place
during the latter part of Payre's career, as might be expected
from both of their habits, was of short duration. They were
generally quarrelling, and Wier being a man of strong muscular
power, used sometimes to proceed to thrashing his less
powerful coadjutor. Payne is said to have composed a sort of
Memoir of the Civil l,,/ar between them.

After their separation, Wier went abroad, and being taken
prisoner by a privateer, he is said to have threatened to
demolish half the crew if they did not liberate him. Like Payne,
he worked the latter part of his life with Mr. Mackinlay.
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enthusiasts who pushed the new interest through personal
contact, writing endlessly on the topic and
commissioning designs from Australian artists. The
father of the modern Australian bookplate era, John Lane
Mullins (1857-1939), commissioned a bookplate by the
Australian illustrator, Percy Spence in 1892. Mullins was
the centre of this group and lit the torch for the modern
pictorial bookplate design although heraldry was not
entirely discarded. He commissioned further bookplates
in the 1890s from Australian artists Albert Hanson and
Tom Roberts, and was later thought to have encouraged
D. H, Souter, Lionel and Norman Lindsay and Eirene
Mort to enter the list of bookplate designers.

The bookplates were now mostly of pictorial design and
greatly sought by collectors, the most popular mediums
being pen and ink, wood cut and etchings, overlooking
the classic engravings. h 1923 the idea to form a

bookplate society was conceived. After an exhibition of

The following account of the celebrated 18th century
bookbinder is taken from "The Bookbinder", a trade
journal of the 1880's and 90's. Modern scholars tend
to be sceptical of the accusations that Payne was a
lover of the bottle.

Roger Payne, the most celebrated of English
bookbinders, was born in Windsor Forest, and first
became initiated in the rudirnents of the art of which he

afterwards became so distinguished a professor, under
the auspices of Mr. Pote, bookseller to Eton College.
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bookplates at the Tyrells Galleries in Sydney the
Australian Ex Libris Society was formed; its ideals were
not just the bookplates already in existence but rather to
create an atmosphere favourable to their production. This
was achieved with some remarkably fine wood cuts and
the pen and ink and etching needle work by artists such
as George Collingwood, Lionel Lindsay, Roy
Davies, Adrian Feint, Raymond McGrath, Sydney Ure
Smith, Sydney Long, Pixie O'Harris to name just a few.
Membership of the Society hovered around 150 until the
impact of the depression. To encourage artists
membership competitions were promoted which were
also used to bring awareness of bookplates to the public
attention. John Lane Mullins' bookplate collection and
associated material was presented to the Mitchell Library
by his daughter. It is an important resource for those
interested in this 'by-way' of Sydney's cultural activities
in the first half of the 20th century.

From this place he went to London, where he was first
employed by Thomas Osbome, a bookseller of Holbom.
Disagreeing on some little matters, he subsequently
obtained employrnent from Thomas Payne, a bookseller
of the King's Mews, who ever after proved a friend to
him; he established him in business near Leicester

Square, about the year 1766-1770, and the

encouragement Roger received fiom his patron and many

wealthy possessors oflibraries was such that the happiest

results and a long career of prosperity might have been
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Visiting Paris I met a craftsman working on a huge
binding. It was a splendid example of typography; the

teat was printed on handmade paper and the pages had

wide margins. The book, written by a renorvned author,
illustrated by a famous artist, was being bound by a

master of the craft. It was a magnihcent example of the
twenty first century book art. The binder was lining up

the spine with thick vellum! He remarked that the spine
had to be immovable in order that the volume would last
for centuries.

Antiquarian books must be restored for their use in the
future. They will benefit from a tight back although some

may have been hollowed originally. Apart from books
with hollow spines mentioned previously, all fine

Figure 1: Hollow back

Our thanks to Margaret Scott for this interesting
article, which she wrote for the June 2004 edition of
History, the magazine of the Royal Australian
Historical Society. The article will be of interest for a

number of reasons. Like the binding, a bookplate is

part of the "artistic whole" of a book. Bookplates are

also a consideration when restoring a book.

Bookplates (ex libris labels in books) denote ownership

but they can also indicate a special field of interest, the

perpetuation of the family Coat of Arms, an

acknowledgment of privilege of ownership, a reflection
of arl indicating the owners taste and personality.

Bookplates were used in Europe shortly after the

invention of printing and they arrived in Australia in
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bindings should be tight backed, their opening will be
flexible if the spines are lined with morocco instead of
stiff cloth and Kraft paper. The leather lining is
sandpapered before covering. The result is a smooth firm
spile without strain to the sewing and backing.

The hollow back construction does contribute to easy
opening and the stiffened hollow makes tooling simpler.
These advantages are to the detriment of their
construction. The hollow is 'open'to abuse. Readers have
been observed pushing pens inside for safekeeping. One
vandal rammed a piece of broom handle down 'to keep
the book from closing'.

The criterion for the craft is strength and preservation
and that is the argument.

Figure 2: Tight Back

books belonging to some of the military officials and a
small number of the free settlers. By 1830 simple
armorial designs were being produced locally by
commercial stationers and engravers. Three of Sydney's
commercial engravers at the time were John Sands, S' T.
Leigh & Co. and Turner & Henderson. Unfortunately the

early labels were of the common die sinker variety, the

design or engraving did little to please the eye or satis$
the aesthetics, their virtue lies only in their rarity and in
their association with the cradle days of Australian
history.

With the English renaissance in bookplates in the 1890s,

which was mirrored almost irnmediately in Australia,
came the arrival of the pictorial bookplate. Bookplate
collecting was promoted by a small group of Sydney

Morocco Bound
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Our thanks to Arthur Johnson, the author, and June
McNicol, Secretary of the Queensland Bookbinders
Guild, for this very useful article.

ln conversation with a bookbinding sfudent he said that
all fine bindings must be constructed with a hollow backl
Apparently his instructor imparted this jewel of
misinformation. Maybe this craftsman served an
apprenticeship in a trade workshop where it was the rule
to hollow back all bindings in the house style. This
ignores the principles of the craft that books should be
bound to fi.mction and to be durable.

A book that was shown to me was three eighths of one
inch (9mm) thick, including boards and sported a hollow
spine. This hollow would never function and putting a

paper tube on every book is ludicrous.

Bindings should be attractive in order to sell them,
however appearance and doubtful forwarding should not
take precedence over sound construction.

THE HOLLOW BACK.
i. The book will open well into the inner margins.
ii. A tube will conceal irregular sewing and poor

backing.
iii. False bands can be aftached to imitate genuine

cords.
iv. The false bands can be nipped up to present a neat

and smart finish.
v. The hollow can be stoutly reinforced in order that

the spine can be intricately tooled.
vi. On covering, the head and tail turn ins are slipped

easily inside the tube.
vii. Ideal construction for binding stiff paper, mounted

plates, scrap and notebooks, account and visitors'
books. (See later)

viii. The best construction for cloth cases and vellum
bindings.

ix. Time saved when lining spines.

Diagram I
A. The main weakness is the strain on the sewing.
B. Shape of spine disturbed by movement of sections.
C. Linings weakened.
D. Tube vulnerable to mishandling
E. Sections tend to sag as sewing weakens
F. Gravitational pull is greater as sections are free from

the spine.
G. Safe haven for insects and their grubs.

THE TIGHT BACK.
Diagram 2
A. One third of a circle shaped spine alters as the book is

opened either less convex or is flattened but returns
to its original shape when shut.

B. Section folds hook round each other and retain their
shapes without straining the thread.
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C. Slight resffiction on a free opening but no problem
with thin paper and wide margins.

D. Lined with leather for flexibility.
E. Cover direct onto linings and the back ofthe sections

to make a firm spine.
F. Gravitational pull limited as each section folds around

the next forming a shoulder which is supponed by
the boards

HISTORY.
Apart from vellum covers all antiquarian books had tight
backs. Usually the text paper was handmade and flexible.
Spines were not lined and the leather cover was pasted
directly on to the backed sections. Books opened
comparatively freely as the spine became concave.
Attaching a tube of paper on the spine was not generally
adopted until the latter half of the seventeenth century
when books became smaller. Changes to the industry
were brought about by economics and differences in
constructional techniques. Binding became competitive
as the demand for literature grew. The introduction of the
sunk cord style saved tedious and costly hours when
sewing and further economies were made by reducing the
number and quality of the cords. Unskilled labow led to
dubious practices, for example, a paper tube on the spine
could disguise poor backing and lining, The genuine
flexible sfyle could be imitated by sticking false bands on
the hollow back. As the standard of forwarding fell, the
quality of finishing rose. Lavish gold work graced the
spines in order to make the binding more attractive to the
buyer. The outside of the hollow had to be stiffened by
layers ofpaper to provide a firm surface for tooling.

GENERAL COMMENTS
Certain styles of binding must open flat in order to fulfil
their fi.rnctions. For these the hollow spine is the ideal
construction. Examples include note and scrapbooks,
photo albums, and the binding of plates printed or
mounted on stiff paper. Cloth and vellum as covering
materials will only function if the hollow is incorporated.
The spines ofaccount books are lined with leather before
the spring hollow is affixed. Visitors' books are hollow
backed in order that entries can be made into the inner
margin but there is no strain on the construction as the

binding rests on a table.

The text paper is considered when there is a choice
between a hollow or a tight back. Relative to the sire of
the volume and the stiffness of the paper a hollow may

be preferable, but thin, good quality paper will fall of its
own weight with a tight back. If the margins are generous

the sheet is easily read.

Most modern publications have stingy margins and with
a tight back are difficult to read. However mass produced
books are case bindings with machine made hollows.

Morocco Bound
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The book is now placed between boards under a weight
and the endpapers are allowed to dry.

When dry the book is trimmed all round, care being
taken not to out too much off the book as it has already
been cut previously in the paper back binding.

Reinforcine (Lining)
The weakest point in most bindings is at the fold of the
endpaper which acts as a hinge. Ifthe endpapers were not
reinforced at the fold the open and closing of the
coverboards would soon cause them to tear.

Method
A piece of good quality Mull is clt 1/2". shorter than the
length of the book and wide enough to extend over the
spine ofthe book and 7Yt" irs. onto each endpaper.

:1 I Fioure 4
:,

+- Mull reinforcement

;i;i': :i
::.--. ,l

The back of the book is glued, with a medium glue, the
Mull is placed in position and rubbed onto the spine of
the book, with the Mull extending (unglued) onto each

endpaper.

Cut a strip of paper as long and as wide as the spine of
the book. Glue the spine, over the Mull, place the paper
strip in position on the spine and rub down well. This
strip of paper will cover the Mull on the spine of the
book and help to keep it in position.

Making the Case
The case is made by cutting two pieces of 76o2.

strawboard. These pieces should be out %". longer than
the book from head to tail and '/r" narrower than from the

foredge to spine.

The boards are laid %", distant from the spine and evened

up at the head and tail. This will give '/s" square all round
at the head, tail and foredge.

Fioure 5
Book in position on
bottom board

Covering
A piece ofbookcloth or buckram is cut to cover the book,

allowing an extra l" at the head, tail and foredges for the

tum-in.
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Hollow
From a heavy paper (cartridge or similar), a hollow strip
is out the length of the boards and the width of the spine
of the book. It is important that the hollow strip must
have the grain running lengthwise. Failure to do this will
cause a movement in the covering material at the spine of
the book.

The book is now squared up between the boards and
placed in a handy position on the bench.

The boards can be tipped to the Mull to ensure that the
squares are kept even. Use only a fine spot of glue at
each end ofthe board so that the boards will readily leave
the book when it is time to make the case.

Using a medium glue and a long-haired brush the
covering material is glued out. The book (between the
coverboards) is laid in position on the glued materially
allowing for even turn-ins.

The boards and covering material are pulled offthe book
and laid on the bench. The hollow strip is now laid in
position between the boards and on the glued covering
material.

Fioure 6
Boards and
hollow strip on
glued covering
material

The case is now m
ade as in the instructions for the Single Section Case. The
book is positioned squarely in the case and allowed to
dry. When dry, the endpapers are pasted down and the
book is placed between boards.

Aflixing the Paper Cover
After the book has been pressed the original paper cover
is now out. The front ofthe paper cover is cut to fit onto
the front cover of the now bound book and the spine of
the paper cover displaying the title is also cut out to ht
the spine of the book.

The paper front cover and spine are glued, placed in
position on the book and rubbed down well. This
obviates the necessity to letter the book.

Morocco Bound
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Fioure 3
Glued cloth being
pulled over the book

The case is then pulled off the book, and the corners of
the cloth cut off at an angle of 45o, about r/8" from the
corner ofthe boards.

Fiqure 4
Case removed from
book. Corners cut
ready for turning-in

Next, the cloth is tumed-in at the head and tail, the
corners nicked in, and the foredges turned-in. The case is
then well rubbed down.

Fiqure 5
Cloth turn-in case
completed

The book is now placed in the case and squared up.
Ensure that the squares are even all round.
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MULTI-SECTION CASED BOOK
(SQUARE BAGK)
Soft cover books (paperbacks), for which a hard
cover is required to preserve them, can be bound in
this style.

Method of Bindine
The paper cover is pulled offthe book, care being taken
to ensure it is not torn. This cover is put aside until it is
required atthe finish ofthejob.

To take the cover from the book, fold the cover back,
hold the book firmly with the palm of one hand, and with
the other hand, pull the cover gently away from the book.
(See Fig.l).

Fiqure 1

Paper cover..-' Hold here

x.'llY;'ll'uoa'

L - ^- -'\1

If the book is in good order and the sewing is not
damaged in any way, it may be now endpapered and the
binding carried out. Single sheet folded endpaper is used.

Two sheets of paper the length and fwice as wide as the
book are folded with the grain and affixed with paste

book, one to each side ofthe book. (See Fig.2).

The endpaper should be level with the head of the book
and also level with the fold of the section at the spine of
the book. (See Fig.3).

Morocco Bound

Fiqure 6
Book in position for
casing-in
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Fiqure 3 i

Endpaper lerel
at head and ,

spine

The case is then closed, covering the book, and rubbed
down at the back. This gives a tight back.

It may be necessary to glue over the spine of the book
before squaring in the case, to ensure that the book
adheres to the case.

Fioure 7
Rub down well for a
tight back

When the case has adhered properly to the spine, the
book is opened up and the endpapers are pasted out. The
book is then closed up and a check made to ensure that
the book is square in the case.

The book is then placed between clean pressing boards
and nipped in the nipping press. The book should be
allowed to dry under a weight.

Endpapering is a very important operation because it
forms the bond between the cover and the book, acting as

the hinge upon which the cover-board swings. When
making the endpapers it is important to remember always
that they must be folded with the grain. Should the
endpapers be folded against the grain, it will cause them
to wrinkle when the moist paste is applied.

The endpapers are laid on the bench on waste paper, one
on top of the other with approximately 3i*" of the folded
back of the bottom endpaper exposed. A piece of waste
paper is laid over the top endpaper, leaving t/r" of the
folded back ofthe endpaper exposed. A good thick paste
is then applied to these exposed parts ofthe endpapers.

The endpapers are now affixed, one on each side of the
book, level with the folds of the first and last sections and
level with the head of the book.

6
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Old books were frequently sewn with very thin thread,
which deteriorated over the years and is the cause of the
whole book collapsing and needing resewing.

Before resewing with stronger thread the sections usually
have to be repaired by guarding with repair tissue.
(Readers might also refer lo June's arlicle on Repairing
Seclions in MB March 2002 and Daphne Lera's tips in
MB l,{ovember 2002).

After resewing it is commonly found that there is an
excessive Amount of swell in the spine that no amount of
hammering or pressing can diminish, and can lead to
problems with backing.

When the book is put in the press with the backing
boards and the press is tightened, the backing boards
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slide down and it is impossible to control the depth of the
shoulder.

To overcome this problem, pack the sections with sheets
of thin card or bundles of paper the size of the book,
taking care to insert the packing no further than the
required shoulder distance.

Adjust the amount of packing until the boards will stay in
place when the press is screwed up. [t is then easy to
control the depth of the shoulder, but remember to
remove the packing after backing and lining. The back
will probably be rounder than you would like, but this
can't be helped.

June McNicol

leaving about 3" of the thread protruding on the outside.
The needle and thread are then inserted into the hole at
the bead, and the thread is withdrawn to the outside of
the section, care being taken to ensure that the end ofthe
thread protruding from the centre hole is not pulled
through.

The thread is now taken down the back ofthe section and
through the hole at the tail of the book. The needle is
then inserted into the centre hole and the thread is then
withdrawn to the outside of the section.

Fiqure 2
Section sewn
ready to tie off

At this stage both ends of the thread will be protruding
from the centre hole ready to be tied off. Care must be
taken to see that one end is on each side ofthe thread that
runs along the fold of the endpaper. The thread is tied off
securely and the ends cut off about '/r" from the knot.

The book is now ready to be trimmed in the guillotine.
After trimming, boards are cut allowing for r/r" square all
round, and about 3/8" narrower than the width of the back.
The boards are tipped onto the book rir" from the back.

For covering, a piece of cloth or buckram is cut allowing
for 3/o" turn-in all round. The cloth is glued and laid on
the bench and the book placed in position on the cloth
(allowing for tum-in) which is then pulled over the
book.

The following two simple projects have been
reprinted from the no longer current NSW
Deparlritnt of Technical Educstion School of External
Studies Bookbinding Trode Correspondence Course
Stage I. Measurements are in inches, as in the
original.

SINGLE SECTION CASE BINDING
Method of Bindine
For a simple single section cloth binding, two sheets of
strong paper the length of the section and twice its width
are folded, and the fold ofthe outside sheet is reinforced
with calico. These two folded sheets serve as the
endpapers into which the section is inserted. It is

important when folding endpapers for bookbinding that
the grain ofthe paper runs along the fold.

Figure 1

Endpaper folded and
reinforced

The section with the endpaper in position around it is

then opened up at the centre and, with a bodkin. the fold
of the book is pierced once in the centre, once at about

'/q" from the head, and again at the same distance from
the tail, keeping in mind the amount of trim required.

The section and endpapers are then sewn together with
thread. The needle and thread are taken from the outside
through the centre hole and the thread is drawn through,

I
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the few places that provide that service. The daily post

brings books for repair from bookdealers Australia wide.
Fumiture restorers fax specifications for leather desktops
to complete jobs they are working on. We have a

constant stream ofuniversity students phoning or visiting
requiring their theses bound. We supply work to paper
conservators who come in to quote, pick-up and deliver
f,rnished work. Producing wedding albums exclusively to
some of Sydney's top wedding photographers holds it's
own surprises too, with each of them wanting something
a little different to distinguish themselves as they operate
in such a competitive business. Couriers come and go,

bookdealers drop by, neighbours pop in and through it all
we endeavour to get our work done.

Tell us ubout some of the special or unusual jobs you
hove donefor customers

We do get some strange requests, and it's often assumed
that anyhing can be done. Over the years many film
props have been produced and featured in movies and
advertisements. Our bindings have been thrown into
Sydney Harbour (Lillian's Story), allowed pigs to enter
sheepdog trials (Babe), a facsimile passport has been
photographed and enlarged to fit the lmax screen, and the
diamond necklace Nicole Kidman's wore in Moulin
Rouge rested in a shell shaped jewel box we produced in
leather for Canturi jewellers. We have bound a huge
wooden box with a false bottom in stained calf to
resemble a landscape book, which when opened and the
first two pages turned revealed a cake for 200 surprised
wedding guests. We have hollowed out books to contain
engagement rings and computer chips, and made an
archival folding box to house Ned Kelly's arrest warrant.

Is the relative distance of Austrolia from Europe and
America a problem in terms of supply of materiols?

Definitely not, we order nothing from the USA and get
an),thing we want from Europe very quickly.

How hsve you been uble to adapt by usirtg local
materiuls?

The adhesives we purchase locally are very good and
some local leathers such as kangaroo, which we
occasionally get requests for, are also quite useable.

How lras the trade changed over lhe time you have been
involved in it?

The amount of hand binding done now is a fraction of
that being produced even as late as 1966, when I entered
the trade. Hand binderies are invariably small enterprises
and very prone to becoming unviable as overheads and
operational costs inevitably rise. The combination of
client reluctance to pay the going rate for a fine hand-
made item and craftsmen such as ourselves tending to
underestimate our worlh, set the scene remarkably well
for business to falter and fail. The closure of the NSW
Government Printing Office in July 1989 made 50 - 60
hand binders redundant, and the more recent closure of
the NSW State Library's book repair prograrn
'Conservation Access' added to the list. One senior
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tradesman where I was apprenticed told me as I started
my trade, "we are dinosaurs son" and he and his peers are
long since dead, so maybe I'm in a 'Bookbinders Jurassic

Park'.

How do you see the trade changing in thefuture?

I read an article recently in which Baz Luhrmann
interviewed Karl Lagerfeld. Mr Lagerfeld said he felt
that with the world becoming more and more 'electronic'
and impersonal, the things that will flourish in the future
are those of a tactile nature which re-arouse our senses,

and he particularly mentioned well bound books as being
among his favourites. Let's hope he is right, and our craft
enjoys a resurgence of popularity. Predicting the future
is a tough call, but I carmot see mass-produced books
being replaced by more carefully put together ones in
order to satiate our senses as a general rule. Perhaps
hand bookbinders will remain a luxury commodity while
becoming rarer each year.

Is there a future for the small professional home or
'garage'binder?

There will always be books to repair but anyone who
waits on commissions for 'Design Bindings' better have

a good book to read or a healthy bank balance.

Do you Jind time to do your ov'n personol or design
binding?

FIardll'ever.

Only a few this time, due to spoce restriclions. I hope
youfind them useful. More in the next edition.

* Use a thinner paste than usual when pasting
endpapers.

.:. Use paper of sufficient weight or low opacity,
otherwise the turn-ins may show through.

t. When using endpapers made of two different
coloured papers, it is preferable to back one onto the
other - i.e. when the endpaper is open, only one

colour should be seen.

* Use a soft brush for paste, and apply with a

sweeping motion.

* Use a stiff brush for glue (i.e. PVA) and apply with a
stabbing motion.

{. When casing a book, and laying down the
endpapers, get it right first time - i.e. don't open the
book again until it is dry!

* When restoring an old book, remove any pencil
marks before washing the paper - water will set the
graphite so it cannot be removed!

* Keep your bone folders clean by rubbing with a wet
kitchen scourer. Dried glue and paste can damage

leather and paper.

Morocco Bound
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into it all day long, and not looking forward to tomorrow
in case I got the same job again. I did, and a third day of
it too. I'm still a very good case rounder!

Orrin & Geer employed one apprentice each year, so

when the eldest apprentice 'came out of his time' a new
lad (female apprentices were still unheard of at that
stage) started at the bottom ofthe ladder. It was tradition
for the youngest lad to go around the ground floor
(machine shop) and first floor (hand bindery) to take
morning tea and lunch orders for the binders and more
senior apprentices.

Needless to say, one's first day on the job was the
opporfunity for introductions to all the binders and vice
versa. It was also the first time in a year that certain
practical jokes could re-surface in order to test the new
lad's disposition. Although the slightly upwardly mobile
apprentice retiring liom doing the chores issued

warnings, there were always those that slipped through
anyone's guard as these guys had been doing this for
years, such as asking for 'a copy of tomorrows paper'.

Are there an! memorable individuals tltst stick in your
mind?

Where to start??? I thought I had left school and gone to
the 'Madhouse' to work. I think Orrin & Geer was like
flypaper. attracting a lot of the 'oddballs' of the trade in
from the ,old.

There was Horace, of course, the perennial joker who
was a 'dead ringer' for Sid James, the British actor seen

in lots of the 'Carry On' films. He had the same kind of
face as Sid that resembled a crumpled brown paper bag,

and the same deep dirty laugh. Horace was a Bingo
junkie, seven nights a week he could be found in the

same Bingo Hall in North London and if he had a win
would not be into work until the money ran out. He
wasn't much of a binder, but knew more jokes than

anyone I have ever met, and had us all in stitches

whenever he was at work earning Bingo money.

'OId Jack', a very good leather binder who worked two
positions along the bench from me, would arrive each

morning looking dapper from the commuter train in a

shirt and tie and a suit, with shoes nicely polished. On

arriving at his bench he would replace his jacket with a

grubby white apron covering his sizeable belly, and his
shoes with a pair of old glue covered football boots with
the studs pulled off. The lack of any heels on the boots

caused the toes to point skyrvard, and with the laces out

the tongues flopped over and pointed forward. To

emphasise the ensemble he would roll up his suit trousers

two turns allowing the semi clown-like picture to be

complete and start work, his daily ritual complete.

Our gluepots and blocking presses were all gas powered

and inevitably, given the age of the building, there were

frequent leaks in the pipework. Whenever this happened,

which was often, we reported them to our bindery
forernan, Dave Milne who would climb up and walk
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along the workbenches passing a flaming newspaper
along the pipes to pinpoint the leak. Considering that we
\ryere in a four storey, timber floored building I found this
method rather alarming and would distance myself from
the action and look on from afar. The 'old hands' would
ape Dave and follow him along at ground level with their
cigarette lighters lit chuckling and guffawing until Dave
would tell them to "stop being stupid, and get back to
work"l

The men worked on the Ground and First floors of the
building while the female table hands, sewers and hand
folders operated on the Second and Third floors. The
building had a huge stone staircase rising out of a

vestibule that housed our 'clocking-on clock' that we
would all parade past morning and evening clocking on
and off for work. As this was the only means of entry it
meant that one would inevitably meet a fellow worker
'clocking-on' just before the 8 o'clock start time. After a

year of working on the ground floor learning about
machine binding, I expressed a wish to learn the hand-
binding skills practiced upstairs sooner than usual, I
knew that was what I wanted to do. My education started
immediately as one of the first things I learned to do was
get to work a little earlier as I now had to mount those
stone stairs to the first floor. lt lvasn't that they were that
hard to climb and I was young and fit, but on the first
moming I met 'Old Lil', a rather large old lady who lived
only around the corner from work in Clerkenwell and

had worked at the firm for time immemorial. Poor 'Old
Lil', a lovely lady who liked a chat to brighten up her
snail paced ascent of the stairs (heaven knows the
disparity between her clocking-on and start times), but it
was crucial to be ahead of her on the staircase. Enough
said to relate that Lil had a very apparent personal
hygiene problem.

Tell us about s typicsl day in your workshop

Well one thing is for sure; we never know what is

coming through the door next. Most people that visit us

do not make and appoinfment but rather just come along
to discuss their job. Needless to say this makes planning
an efficient daily workflow really difficult, but we are

certainly never bored. We might have someone come in
with a large family bible that they have just inherited
needing a quote for repair so that the family can all
contribute to the cost of it's restoration. Newbold &
Collins Bookbinders provides a service to professional
photographers who require portfolios to display their
work, and they are constantly calling in. Graphic

Designers often phone or visit needing advice on how
best to bind what they have produced. Surprisingly it
seems that bookbinding does not feature in their training
and they generally do not know what we do as binders or
what is possible by way of options.

Other binders use aspects of our services too, finishing
especially. People who have bought brief cases, wallets

and various leather goods constantly require initials or
names gold foil stamped onto them, and we are one of
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participant in the 'May's End' annual weekend trip.

As one of the early 'movers and shakers' of the Guild we
owe Lloyd Walters a depth of gratitude for his work in
getting the Guild to its current healthy position. In
recognition of his outstanding contribution to the Guild,
particularly in its formative years, Lloyd was elected to
Life Membership at the 1990 AGM.

Born in Raymond Terrace, Lloyd completed an electrical
trades course at Sydney Technical College and worked as

an electrician, before becoming a civilian diver for the
Naly during WWII. He eventually became Works
Supervisor at Taronga Park Zoo.

As is the case with many others, his interest in
bookbinding developed from his book collecting, and
the wish to be able to repair his own books. It

4" ]t" : :*:'
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Terry is a principal of Newbold and Collins, the well
known Sydney bookbinders. His story and comments
are interesting to compare with those of his fellow
principal, David Newbold, who was the subject of our
winter edition interview.

Terry - ltow did you choose bookbinding ss u coreer?

The printing trade in England at the time I finished
schooling was, like working on the River Thames as a
lighterman or a stevedore, still a handed down 'father to
son' work environment and carried the reputation of a

'privileged' profession. My father had been a letterpress
printer at one stage but was not in the trade when I left
school. However, I had an uncle who worked in Fleet
Street on one of the daily newspapers and he 'got me in', I

never have found out how, or who was spoken to. it just
happened and I went for and interview with my
prospective employer prior to starting as a bookbinder.
My father accompanied rne to the interview, and after the
job u,as explained to us thanked my new boss and told
him I would start the lollowing Monday rnorning.

On the way back to Farringdon underground station to go
home we called in at the hardware shop close to rvork
which had a good selection oftools for printers and allied
trade workers given its position close to Fleet Street. We
bought a backing harmner, shears. bone folder, boot krrife
and a pair of dividers. the 'choice' had been rnade. I felt
lucky, I was in.

Tell us about your early years in the Trode

I started in the trade in 1966 working in a bindery near
Fleet Street in London. Orrin & Geer rvas a long
established London bindery specialising in Bibles and
prayer books and was located on the corner of
Farringdon Road and Borvling Green Lane in
Clerkenwell. The building was four floors high, with
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complemented his wife's interest in Art. Lloyd was
responsible for securing for the Guild some of the early
sets of sections offered to members for binding.

As his health had prevented Lloyd from attending Guild
activities I unforfunately never met Lloyd, but he seems

to have been a very positive person. I am told he

encouraged everyone and had immense patience, coupled

with great attention to detail.

In his 1983 President's report, he wrote "The Guild has

enabled us to meet people with similar or related

interests, to enjoy discussions with them, and it has given

us an opportunity to extend ow knowledge ofthe craft. I

am sure the next year will be our best". Hopefully that

still remains true.

:. +. _ &6 *,, jo .: Y *,';.; *

quite an impressive Victorian facade. Entering inside
however was like going into a time warp; it was still very
Dickensian. The floors were timber boards and no

adjoining two were at the same level, so navigating one's
way through the place while still unused to it was akin to
walking along the deck of a pitching boat after a long
night at the bar. After a while though, taking a longer
straight step or shorter sideways step became second
nature while walking between benches with stacks of
books at various stages ofbinding, and during the 6 years
of my apprenticeship I never saw anyone trip or drop
what they were carrying.

I remember my first working day very clearly which was

spent 'rounding cases'to supply the casing-in machine, or
'windmill' as it was known due to its three revolving
'sails' which carried the text blocks down through a set of
brass paste rollers before the cover was attached fiom a

bottom fed hopper. The machine was manned by two
tradesmen and an apprentice, with me going hell for
leather to keep the hopper fed with cases. The
apprentice's job was to put the 'cased-in' books befween
pressing boards and into the hydraulic presses. These
were interesting, and in all the binderies I have

subsequently worked in I have never seen any others like
them. Three iron standing presses six feet tall stood in a

big water trough, each one plurnbed into both the
reservoir and the hand pump used to raise the bottom
platen. By locking-off two presses and opening the inlet
on the third, the press could then be pumped up, locked
off and another one opened up and so on. When the first
press was required again it rvas unlocked and the water
allowed to squirt back into the trough, lowering the
platen. The books were then removed. So it went on all
day,l-2-3,1-2-3,1-2-3. I remember too going home on
the train that evening wondering if my stomach would
ever stop hurting from the rounding stick being jarnrned
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The first meeting of the NSW Guild of Craft
Bookbinders was held on I November 1979, and the first
edition of Morocco Bound followed soon after - Volume
1 Number 1 was dated January 1980.

When browsing through previous editions of I1B, one is
struck by the remarkable consistency of quality over the

25 years of its existence. This is even more striking when
one realises that earlier editions were compiled without
the aid of lntemet research.

We are sad to report the recent death of Life Member
Lloyd Walters, after a period of ill-health.

Elected the Guild's first Vice-President at that historic
meeting of 1" November 1979, Lloyd served in this
capacity during the years 1980 and 1981, was President
in 1982-83 and Secretary in 1986. He was always
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The sad passing of Lloyd Walters (see below) reminds us

of the debt we owe those pioneers who helped to make
both the Guild, and MB, what they are today.

If my arithmetic is correct, and bearing in mind there was
at least one year in which we published only three
editions, this appears to be the 98th edition of MB. I hope
you enjoy it.

As always, contributions to this journal are gratefully
received.

involved in the workshop (at Glebe in those days), and

with Rowley Corbett and Michael Mathew started the

Sunday workshop sessions, initially often being the only
people in on that day. Lloyd was on the committee
throughout this period and until 1988, when he reduced
his involvement to 'Catering Officer'. He was often a
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